IHSA Boys’ Golf Parking and On-Course Shuttle Service

Spectators attending the IHSA Boys’ Golf State Finals will want to make sure they are parking in the proper areas at each site. Parking at each course is somewhat limited in order to make sure the competing school vehicles are able to park in each course lot. Some parking could be available in the course lots, but there is extended parking at each course.

Class 1A – **Prairie Vista**
Parking is available at a lot approximately a ¼ mile north of the course. Shuttles will be available to transport fans to the course no later than 9:00 a.m. each day. Signs indicating the lot will be placed at the entrance to this lot, which is located on Hamilton Road.

Class 2A – **Weibring Golf Club (ISU)**
Parking is available on the Presidents Drive and then the tennis courts / motorcycle lot to the west of the course. This President’s drive is adjacent to the course to the west, and the tennis courts/motorcycle lot is approximately ¼ mile west of the golf course on Gregory St. Shuttles will be available to transport fans to the course.

Class 3A – **The Den**
Parking is available in a remote lot on Fox Creek Rd on the right hand side prior to reaching the clubhouse. There will be signage to indicate where the lot is located.

Parking on streets at each course is NOT recommended, and fans are encouraged to be respectful of property owners near each course. In past years, spectators who parked in residential areas have been ticketed for illegal parking so the IHSA recommends using the parking spaces mentioned above.

On-Course Shuttle Service

The next few documents discuss the on-course shuttle service that will be used at each course. Spectator carts are not available in order to protect the integrity of the event for players, but the IHSA Board of Directors has established a shuttle system that helps spectators who need assistance move around the course. The established drop-off locations at each course allow spectators to view play on multiple holes and have been strategically selected.
IHSA Spectator Shuttle Cart Procedures

The IHSA Board of Directors has established a golf cart policy to be used during the boys’ and girls’ golf state series. The policy calls for the development of a shuttle service that will be used by spectators during the boys’ state finals. Any spectator will be able to use the shuttle, which will be dropping off passengers at predetermined spots during the tournaments. However, preference will be given to those disabled spectators wearing an IHSA State Final wristband.

Member schools are aware of this policy and have received numerous correspondences about it from the IHSA Office. Those spectators who have been pre-approved through the IHSA Office have already received their wristband. For those spectators who did not get pre-approved, they will need to request their wristband from the IHSA State Final Manager. Spectators wishing to request a wristband will need to meet the policy’s definition of disabled and will be asked to show their compliance with the definition with the manager. If a spectator needs assistance in finding the manager, he/she can ask for assistance in the clubhouse, where a staff member will be able to help locate him.

The shuttle service will consist of multiple person carts that will be roving the course, picking up and dropping off spectators at designated points. First priority at each pick up location will be given to those spectators with a wristband. Any seats not taken by spectators with wristbands will be open to any other spectator. Carts will be roving all day. The shuttle service, however, is not intended to be a private service or means to follow one player around. Spectators can pick up a map, which indicates where all the drop-off points are. Please do not request that a driver stop any place else; they have been instructed to

keep moving to their next location.

Thanks for your cooperation with our event.